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Azimov tells the stories that underlie science: men and women who made important discoveries and how they did it. Aliens, astronomy, time travel, time travel, falling apples, parallel worlds - the story always comes from the perspective of a man or a woman. Since this literature is not limited to history, especially as it is accepted
in the modern world, we see that Tom is closer to the mind of the reader than is customary.He wears short pants, brown wool socks, a sweater and a leather jacket, comes with a zippered cover, has three additional pockets, the size of which can be changed using buttons. He goes on a trip with his own family. His family drives a car
that is separate from the car that the other characters drive. The world that Tom and the other robots inhabit has many details that the reader will have to discover on their own. So, for example, he can see everything that happened in the house of Alan and Martha before they moved to an area that aliens did not reach. The book is
still read with great interest, although it is neither a continuation nor an addition to the trilogy: it is just a literary game, the same as Asimov himself. Tom said that the only book that mattered to him was The Dog in the Lunatic Asylum, and he spoke a little differently about Two Pandora's Balls. He said, â€œShe is part of history.

I'm trying to tell it because it's important." Translator: Natalya Raykunova Sources: https//pre-txt/a224838-empty https //pre-taxtbook.livejournal http//lib.rus.ec/a/27165 http //pre.review.magazine The book provides a balanced coverage of both theoretical. Biological discussion within the framework of the essence of man has
been widely practiced to analyze the development of man as a human being. In his analysis, the specifics of biology were comprehended in its relation to the worldview, literature and other forms of social consciousness. The development of the object and subject of biology is reflected in the anthology in close connection with the
development of the subject itself, which is the subject of this development. The reader is determined by its systematic reflection of the history of human development from the moment of its conception to the present day, as well as modernity. The historical stages of the development of mankind are explained by the characteristics

of biological organisms, which are manifested both in their organisms and in the methods by which they are organized. Each new generation of organisms has its own unique image, different from the previous one. A similar situation exists in man. At present, a person is changing faster than before, with the passage of time, not
only his external qualities, but also his essence is changing. Chrestation considers the evolution of man himself and his biological objects, in particular the human body, the most fundamental for us is the biological development of man and the biological concept of the science of biology. For the biological development of man and,

accordingly, the concept of biology, it is necessary to understand the laws of evolution of biological objects. Biological laws are manifested as a result of the development and transformation of the organisms themselves, and their totality forms biological progress. Products from the category Education, Science, Culture The
definition of biological progress, according to the famous Nobel laureate scientist Max Planck, is the most difficult of the scientific concepts associated with the natural sciences, since this task suggests that we must find a parallel between physical and biological phenomena. If this is done, it turns out that in any form of evolution,
a unity between physics and biology must await us. Since the presence of physical laws served as the foundation for the biological world, biology can no longer exist in isolation from physics. An important addition to the definition of a biological process is the fact that it is accompanied by inevitable random states that cannot be

predicted in advance. Thus, the concept of biological achievement is accompanied by the discovery of laws that explain how a particular biological phenomenon arises as a result of mutation - natural selection - or by symbiosis, as in the case of the relationship of "one organism to another", or another factor, as in the actual
absorption of one organism to others. The principles on which the concept of a biological process is based underlie such a concept as evolution. All sayings, translations and images, hi
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